
F-Class SBR (.22 LR) 
Held on the Silhouette Range 

Come shoot F-Class SBR (small bore rifle), an NRA provisional match that began in 2017. The match was developed to 
replicate the High-Power F-Class competition but shot at 100, and 200 yards with 22’s in lieu of the 300 -1000 yards shot 
with centerfire rifles. We’ll only shoot 100 yards this year using a A-33 NRA target and add the 200-yard distance next 
year.  

In a nutshell this is a paper bullseye target shot in the prone position with the use of a bipod and rear bag rest in the FTR 
and  FLR divisions, or front machine rest and rear bag for the F/O division, Do a little research and learn how fast it’s 
grown and the number of people shooting F-Class international.  

Location: OCGC Silhouette Range (come in the south gate go north   

Dates:  August 15th, October 17th, November 14th or 21st depending on weather  

Time:   Matches will start at 9:00 AM (2 relays will take 2 ½ hours, 3 will take 3 ¾ hours) 

Entry limit:  We’re currently set up to accommodate 24 competitors so please let me know if you plan to attend so I  
  can plan to accommodate more entries if necessary.  

Actions:  Any, but only loaded one round at a time. (Most common- bolt actions).  

Sights:   Any, (Most common- scope) (no power limit) 

Divisions:  F-Target Rifle (FTR) shot with front bipod and rear bag rest, weight limit 18# 2 oz 
F-Open (F/O) shot with front machine rest and rear bag rest, weight limit 22#  
F-Light Rifle (FLR) shot with bipod & rear bag rest, weight limit 9#  
(OCGC will allow the use of cross stick in lieu of a bipod and a front bag rest in lieu of a machine rest)  

Course of Fire: Stage #1 (2) min. preparation & (15) minutes for unlimited sighters & (20) record rounds 
   Stage #2 (2) min. preparation and (15) minutes for (2) sighters & (20) record rounds 
   Stage #3 same as Stage #2 for a total of (60) record rounds for a possible 600 points 
 
Equipment: Rifle, Sights, Bipod or Machine Rest, Rear Bag Rest, shooting mat, small stop watch, eye protection, 
  ear plugs suggested, note pad and (75) rounds of ammo  

There will be plenty of shooting mats, rear bag rest, and clocks to share  

Entry Fee:  $15.00   

Notes:  If you don’t have a 100 yd zero we’ll open the range from 8:00 to 8:45 for you to do so 

 

For more information regarding rules refer to the F-Class section at the very bottom of the NRA Smallbore Rule book.   
https://competitions.nra.org/documents/pdf/compete/RuleBooks/SBR/sbr-book.pdf 

Your welcome to contact me for any questions   kmcnitt@mcnittgc.com  

Hope to see you  
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